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Madame Chairperson, Distinguished Members of the European Parliament, Ladies and 

Gentlemen, 

Thank you for this opportunity for an exchange of views on the Ninth Review 

Conference (RevCon) of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT). The NPT RevCon 

was one of the most important events on this year's international non-proliferation and 

disarmament calendar. It is most appropriate then that this topic was already a subject of 

a plenary debate at the European Parliament on 10 February 2015 in Strasbourg, in 

which the EU High Representative for Foreign and Security Policy and the Vice-

President of the European Commission Ms. Federica Mogherini participated. In addition, 

the NPT was also a topic of a public hearing here in the SEDE on 29 January 2015, with 

the participation of my Colleague, the Head of Division for WMD, Conventional 

Weapons and Space at the EEAS Ms. Clara Ganslandt, and again on 16 April 2015, in 

which I had the pleasure to take part. 

Previewing my today's remarks: Despite weeks of strenuous efforts it was not possible 

to reach a substantive consensus at the RevCon due to disagreements over the way-

forward on the Middle East WMD-Free Zone. But the positions articulated at the 

Conference by the EU demonstrated that agreement on substance remains possible on a 

broad range of subjects even among a very diverse group of States. The EU remains 

committed to the NPT as the cornerstone of the global nuclear non-proliferation regime. 

Madame Chairperson, 

The 2015 NPT RevCon took place between 27 April and 22 May 2015 at the United 

Nations Headquarters in New York. The Conference was Presided over by Ambassador 

Taous Feroukhi of Algeria, who was supported in this role by the UN Office for 

Disarmament Affairs (UNODA). 

As for participation in this year's RevCon, of the total number of 191 States Parties to 

the NPT, 161 participated in the Conference, including for the first time the State of 

Palestine which acceded in 2015. Israel participated as an observer for the first time since 

1995. 

A number of international organizations were present, beginning with the International 

Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), along with such observers as the African Union, the 

European Union, the League of Arab States, NATO, Organization for the Prohibition of 

Nuclear Weapons (OPCW), Organization of Islamic Cooperation, the Preparatory 
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Commission for the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty Organization (CTBTO), 

and others. Over one hundred non-governmental organizations (NGOs) very actively 

participated in the RevCon, holding multiple side-events and distributing materials. 

The agenda of the Review Conference included a General Debate and the review of the 

operation of the Treaty conducted in three Main Committees (MCs): MC1 devoted to 

nuclear disarmament was chaired by Amb. Enrique Roman-Morey of Peru, MC2 devoted 

to non-proliferation by Amb. Cristian Istrate of Romania, and MC3 on peaceful 

applications by Amb. David Stuart of Australia. 

In addition, the Conference decided to establish, for the duration of the 2015 RevCon, 

three Subsidiary Bodies (SBs), one under each MC. SB1 chaired by Amb. Benno 

Laggner of Switzerland dealt with "Nuclear disarmament and security assurances", SB2 

chaired by Mt. Juan Ignacio Morro Villarian of Spain dealt with "Regional issues, 

including with respect to the Middle East and implementation of the 1995 Middle East 

resolution", SB3 under Amb. Kairat Abdarkhmanov of Kazakstan examined "Peaceful 

uses of nuclear energy and other provision of the Treaty, and improving the effectiveness 

of the strengthened review process". 

During the four weeks, substantive discussions were held regarding all three pillars of the 

Treaty. They were summarized in the Draft Final Document, containing 184 

paragraphs, including a number with provisions for further actions. As is the case with 

many outcome documents drafted at international conferences, not all participating States 

felt that all of their views and proposals have been fully taken on board. This applied in 

particular to the issue of implementation of Article VI of the Treaty relating to nuclear 

disarmament. But it was because of the specific modalities proposed for convening a 

conference on the establishment of a Middle East zone free of nuclear weapons and all 

other weapons of mass destruction, spelled out in para 169, that three State Parties – the 

United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom – were not able to join the consensus on 

the Final Document, which was thus not adopted. 

Madame Chairperson, 

Turing now specifically to the EU's role, let me recall first of all that the European 

Union as such is not a party to the NPT: it is our 28 Member States which are 

individually State Parties to the Treaty, the EU is an observer which enjoys the right to 

speak.  

The basic EU positions for the RevCon was spelled out in Council Conclusions adopted 

on 20 April 2015. It obviously did not include all the elements of the national positions 

of all our 28 Member States, many of whom also contributed in addition national 

statements and otherwise very actively participated in the Conference. I will not repeat 

here the substance of the EU positions, as I had already done this at length at the SEDE 

meeting on 16 April. 

Based on the agreed Council Conclusions, five agreed EU statements were delivered at 

the RevCon: in the general debate on 28 April by High Representative / Vice-President 

F.Mogherini and in all three Main Committees by myself and Head of EU Delegation in 

Vienna G.Zanathy respectively, as well as on the Middle East by the Latvian 

Ambassador in the Subsidiary Body on regional issues (where the EU did not have 

speaking rights). A number of non-EU States aligned themselves with the EU 

statements (in the case of our general statement - more than at the previous 2010 

RevCon). Apart from the five above-mentioned statements, the EU submitted three 

agreed Working Papers (on the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty, on Nuclear 
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Safety, on Nuclear Safeguards) and organized two side-events (on the Hague Code of 

Conduct against Ballistic Missile Proliferation, and on Nuclear Safety and Security, the 

latter with the participation of the European Commission and the IAEA). In addition, the 

EEAS also spoke at a number of other side-events, including those organized by Egypt 

and a number of NGOs. 

As for EU's other contributions, ahead of the RevCon the EEAS with the assistance of 

the EU Non-Proliferation Consortium organized an International Seminar in Algeria 

"Preparing for the 2015 NPT Review Conference", hosted by the Algerian Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs and supported financially by the EU (Algiers, 7-9 April 2015). It brought 

together the RevCon President-designate, Chairmen of the three Main Committees, as 

well as a number of key stakeholders. It was assessed both by Algeria and many 

participants as an important contribution to preparing for the Review Conference. 

I am now coming to one of the key points I would like to make on the topic under 

discussion today. The EU is without doubt the most diverse of all groups of States 

taking the floor with agreed positions in the NPT Review process. All other groups of 

States delivering common positions at the RevCon, like the P5, like the part of the Non-

Aligned Movement (NAM) which participates in the NPT, or other groupings of States 

as, for example, the Non-Proliferation and Disarmament Initiative (NPDI), all consist of 

either only nuclear-weapon-States (NWS), or exclusively of non-nuclear-weapon States 

(NNWS). 

By contrast, the EU includes both nuclear-weapon States, and non-nuclear-weapon 

States, both States which are legally neutral, and States which are members of a nuclear 

military alliance, both States which rely heavily on nuclear power generation, and States 

which are very sceptical of it, or are in the process of phasing it out. The fact that such a 

most diverse group of States-Parties to the NPT - diverse in nuclear terms - could voice 

agreed substantive language on all three NPT pillars was, I believe, the most important 

EU's contribution to this Review Conference. We set a good example of achieving 

difficult compromise among very diverse NPT States-Parties, an example which was 

largely followed at the Conference, even if one particular issue prevented the final 

agreement. 

Madame Chairperson, 

The lack of agreed substantive outcome of the 2015 RevCon is certainly not good for the 

health of the global non-proliferation regime which the EU supports. In spite of this 

setback, the European Union continues to regard the NPT as the cornerstone of the 

global nuclear non-proliferation regime and as essential to the pursuit of nuclear 

disarmament. It is also important for the further development of nuclear energy for 

peaceful purposes. The EU is committed to upholding and preserving the NPT as a 

priority multilateral instrument for maintaining and reinforcing international peace, 

security and stability. The EU reaffirms its support for all three pillars of the Treaty and 

for the respect and implementation of all related international commitments. 

Thank you for your attention, I am at your disposal to answer possible questions. 


